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Abstract 

Education and training for industrial engineering focus on developing professional competence for the design, analysis and 
optimization of work systems, characterized mostly by either manual or automated processes and include determination of process, 
tasks and equipment based on given product requirements. In future production scenarios, human work can be assisted by digital 
information in regard to create work systems which remain flexible towards changing products and volatile demands through 
human adaptability while still making use of cost-efficient improvement potentials. Planning and evaluation of digital assistance 
systems in the context of cyber-physical assembly systems requires both classical industrial engineering competencies but also 
basic knowledge of information systems design. The paper proposes a learning design for a course in Cyber-Physical Assembly 
Systems Design which will be offered within the environment of the Industry 4.0 Pilot Factory at TU Wien where students can 
learn the basics of Cyber-Physical Assembly Systems Design both on a theoretical and practical level. 
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1. Cyber-Physical Assembly Systems and Digital Assistance Systems 

Manufacturing companies with a strong focus on assembly processes are facing the challenge of rising product and 
process complexity. The rising process complexity is a consequence of individualization of customer needs and the 
acceleration of fulfilment processes. An increasingly aging and diverse workforce poses additional challenges on 
management of process complexity. State-of-the-art assembly systems in industry reach their economic and technical 
limits when encountering these challenges. However, a new generation of assembly systems is currently on its way 
that is based on the concept of cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1]. CPS realize the connection between the physical 
and the digital world. CPS are composed of embedded systems, which detect physical objects directly by sensors and 
interact with physical processes via actuators. These systems are linked through digital networks and exchange data 
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and services globally. CPS are not (technically) closed units, they are defined as open socio-technical systems, which 
are characterized by a high degree of cross-linking of the physical, social and virtual world as well as by the intelligent 
use of information and communication systems [2]. By integrating CPS into assembly systems new forms of assembly 
processes will be possible [3].  

So called Cyber-Physical Assembly Systems (CPAS) are expected to meet the challenge of flexibility towards 
volatile customer demand and workforce diversity [4, 5]. Flexibility regarding product and process variations (“lot-
size 1”) will lead to frequent changes of work content and respective information needs and will impose excessive 
physical and mental stress on the operator [6]. As a consequence, similarity of assembly tasks will decrease and 
building up of relevant work routine will not be possible anymore. Erroneous material and tool are an inevitable 
consequence. The risk of unmanageable work situations for the operator are likely to increase [7]. 

Within a CPAS digital assistance systems (DAS) are the primary interface to optimally integrate human agents into 
the assembly system during task execution. Thus, DAS compensate the gap between required competencies at the 
work place to perform a work task (performance requirements) and the capability of a human worker (worker 
capability). The primary objectives of DAS are the increase of productivity [8], e.g. reduction of training time, search 
times, operating errors and supporting the work force in stressful situations [9, 10]. 

Features of modern DAS come far beyond a sheer representation of information. They provide situational support 
through process-aware assembly periphery (tools, material, work piece etc.). Work instructions are automatically 
provided in accordance with physical work progress and without any manual interaction with the system, e.g. through 
adequate sensory equipment [3]. Order specific assembly instructions facilitate the worker in choosing the correct 
work place set-up, materials, tools and tool configurations. In case of assembly mistakes, a DAS suggests activities in 
order to have the mistake corrected at the right moment and at the right location to achieve product quality as desired 
[11]. 

In addition to the above outlined general features of DAS also domain and process-specific requirements of 
assembly processes must be addressed. Advantageous features of DAS must be determined already during the 
planning phase of an assembly system. It is necessary to systematically identify specific needs, to derive requirements 
for appropriate technical systems, and to evaluate the productivity impact of single digital assistance features on the 
entire assembly system. 

Figure 1: Digital Assistances in CPAS 
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2. Planning and Evaluation of Digital Assistance Systems 

Methods and tools currently used in the context of industrial engineering are targeted to improve and evaluate the 
productivity of existing work systems. However, they demonstrate substantial weaknesses with regard to in advance 
planning and evaluation of work systems. An aspect that is largely missing in state-of-the-art industrial engineering 
research is the systematic identification of information needs, the design of appropriate information and assistance 
systems and their evaluation with regard to productivity impact [5, 12, 13]. A recent review of literature reveals that 
planning and evaluation of DAS has not been addressed properly in research [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In particular, we 
identified a lack in the systematic analysis of relations between the characteristics of assembly tasks, the qualitative 
and quantitative evaluation of their complexity and the derivation of requirements for DAS [19, 20, 21]. 

In the course of prior research, we developed a method for planning and evaluation of DAS for complex Cyber-
Physical Assembly Systems. The method takes into account individual work tasks as well as operators’ individual 
skills, qualifications and performance levels. Based on this information the method supports the identification of 
technical and functional requirements for the conception and design of a DAS and the evaluation of respective system 
features with regard to expected productivity effects on the assembly process. In this way the method complements 
both technical planning and economic evaluation of DAS to ensure their optimal integration with Assembly Systems.  

The method for planning and evaluation of DAS builds upon a classification of work tasks and their detailed 
description by using for example Methods-Time Measurement methodology (MTM). The advantage of using methods 
like MTM methodology is that apart from standard time of a work task also information on the positioning of the work 
piece, its orientation, weight, length, gripping and the extent of human work load is given [10]. Based on this 
information work task complexity and human error probability measures [22] are computed. For computation of task 
complexity measures we consider as well work piece complexity and work place complexity [18, 19, 23]. For the 
computation of error probability, we apply the method of "Human Error Probability" [24]. 

Based on the qualitative information about assembly tasks and the quantitative information like complexity and 
human error probability requirements for DAS can be derived. The derivation of requirements is carried out for 
different task levels – from single low-level tasks to sequences of tasks (high-level processes). In addition to extrinsic 

Figure 2: Method for Planning and Evaluation of Digital Assistance Systems 
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requirements (driven by the task at hand) we consider as well intrinsic requirements [19, 25, 26] such as the skills, 
knowhow, dexterity. 

Given the requirements adequate features of DAS will be determined and are evaluated for their economic impact 
(labor productivity and unit costs). To adequately structure and evaluate DAS features an approach similar to Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD) [27] has been chosen. Through an integrated assembly technology database, required 
features of DAS and related system components to implement them are determined. The technology database contains 
different kinds of digital assistant system components which are described by the type of assistance (instruction, 
additional information etc.) they provide, the time of assistance (on explicit demand of the operator or automatically), 
the form of assistance (mobile, semi-mobile and fixed) [28] and the costs of a component shows the tool that supports 
the method. The first column represents work tasks, subsequent columns are used to show the magnitude of complexity 
and other influencing factors for the identification of requirements and features. 

The method is primarily intended to extend classical approaches of assembly system planning with a systematic 
evaluation of DAS impact on productivity. In this sense, we also developed a learning and training concept for 
holistic assembly systems planning with a special focus on DAS planning and evaluation. 

3. Learning Design for Planning and Evaluation of Digital Assistance Systems 

The learning design presented in the following describes a seminar that particularly aims at teaching engineers to 
design complex assembly systems. The seminar has been redesigned to include the above discussed method for 
planning and evaluation of digital assistance systems in the context of cyber-physical assembly systems. The seminar 
will be held within the recently established Industry 4.0 Pilot Factory at TU Wien. In the following we describe the 
learning design by the target audience, the learning objectives, the learning materials and the course format. 

Figure 3: Schematic Structure of the Method 
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3.1.1. Target audience 
The target audience of our seminar are primarily students enrolled in the Master program of Industrial Engineering 

at TU Wien. However, we are also planning to offer a similar course for professionals from industry. The following 
considerations focus on the primary target group of Master students. Master students of Industrial Engineering at TU 
Wien typically have a profound education in mechanical engineering and management subjects. 

3.1.2. Learning objectives 
The objectives of the course are formulated by using Bloom’s taxonomy of learning objectives [29]. Figure 3 

illustrates the different levels of learning objectives. At level 1 knowledge about the basic theories and principles of 
assembly systems design is the objective. For example, comprehension of task analysis (according to MTM) and 
understanding the basics of digital assistance systems design are concrete learning objectives on this level. On level 2 
the application of these theories and methods to assembly systems design is the objective. Level 2 refers to the first 

Figure 4: Description of Learning Objectives 
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step in our method for planning and evaluation of DAS. It comprises the analysis of work tasks by using MTM 
methodology, the computation of complexity measures and error probabilities. In addition, requirements for digital 
assistance are derived based on the theoretical input. Subsequently also features of DAS are identified that potentially 
meet the requirements. Finally, evaluation of features in terms of economic measures, e.g. productivity is performed. 
A complete description of learning objectives can be seen in the following figure. 

3.1.3. Learning materials and environment 
Study materials for Level 1 learning objectives will be provided mainly through our e-learning platform TUWEL 

[30] which is based on Moodle [31] open-source software. Study materials include text books and also several Excel 
based tools to perform the planning of tasks (MTM-based analysis) and the subsequent steps of the method for 
planning and evaluation of DAS.  

The course will take place both in lecture halls (see learning objectives on level 1) and in our Pilot Factory [29] 
where we have an ideal practical training environment for assembly systems design. The cyber-physical assembly line 
in the Pilot Factory is currently composed of several connected mobile assembly stations. Within the assembly line 
various products will be assembled according to customer requirements (lot-size 1). We use a consumer class 3D-
printer as a demo product for our assembly line. The assembly worker is supported in terms of managing complex 
assembly tasks as well as in managing physical, cognitive and psychological stress situations. On the one hand, the 
operator is supported through digital assistance systems, and on the other hand is supported through collaborative 
robotic systems. The work piece itself is assembled directly on driverless transport systems and adaptive work benches 
that are able to identify work pieces and track the progress of assembly tasks. The following figure illustrates the 
different features of digital assistance systems, which are available within the Industry 4.0 Pilot Factory at TU Vienna. 

Figure 5: Different Features of Digital Assistance Systems 
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3.1.4. Course format 
The course will be held partly as a lecture to transfer basic knowledge of theories, methods, concepts of industrial 

engineering and digital assistance systems design. The largest part of the course will be held as a practical training 
right within the above described environment of our Industry 4.0 Pilot and Learning Factory. Students are able to use 
the study rooms available at the Pilot Factory and at the same time have possibility to see a real assembly system in 
action. Both the assembly system itself and the different available technologies for digital assistance can be used to 
validate the planning outcomes. 

4. Conclusion and Outlook 

Cyber-physical assembly systems allow to benefit from capabilities of humans and machines in joint production 
environments. Technological progress has made such systems economically feasible. However, detailed planning and 
evaluation of such systems, especially with regard to digital assistance systems (DAS), is a prerequisite for increasing 
productivity and at the same time decreasing unit costs. Industrial Engineers of the future have to be educated with 
regard to planning and evaluation of such systems.  

The learning design presented in this paper describes a recently developed course for Master students of Industrial 
Engineering. The course takes into account methods to plan and evaluate complex cyber-physical assembly systems 
and respective digital assistance systems (DAS). Students of the course are taught a method for planning and 
evaluation of DAS. The Industry 4.0 Pilot Factory is an ideal learning environment that allows students to practically 
evaluate planning outcomes under realistic conditions. 
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